
FROM THE CAMPUS

VEGETARIANISM:
MY CELEBRATION OF ABUNDANCE

By Brian Fogg

I~VI NOT GOING home for Thanksgiving.
But even if I were, there’d be no turkey for
me. Sure, like always, Morn would ask me if
I wanted dark meat or white; she’d say, "Come
on, not even on Thanksgving?" and then she’d
sigh and pass me the potatoes, the carrots, the
StoveTop stuffing, and the flesh-free gravy.

Years ago I never would have thought I’d
be a vegetarian. But then I never thought I’d
go to India either. It was a busy afternoon in
Calcutta that caused me to reevaluate inequal-
ity, exploitation, and indulgence.

That day, after crossing the Howrah bridge
to see the worst slums in the world, I decided
I wanted to ride in a rickshaw. I wanted to
have a coolie pull me through the frenetic
streets of Calcutta back to my hotel. Oh, it
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seemed fun-the skinny old man, surprisingly
strong and agile, pulling me along through the
confused traffic, his bare feet slapping the hot
pavement with each step.

As I got out of the rickshaw just a few
blocks from Mother Theresa’s, I knew I’d
never ride in a rickshaw again. Or at least I
shouldn’t. I didn’t feel good about having
another person pull me along when I was per-
fectly able to walk. Sure, I had the money to
command his servitude, but I didn’t have the
right. I realized then what an unequal world
I lived in, how I’d exploited others because
I had enough money to do it. It was indul-
gent people like me who had put the rickshaw
puller where he was.

What does Calcutta have to do with not
eating turkey on the fourth Thursday in
November? In a small practical way, and in
a large symbolic way, eating meat is the same
kind of exploitation. I feel that raising animals

for our eating pleasure is an inefficient use of
resources; it’s like driving a gas-guzzling Cadil-
lac. Even if I do command the big American
dollar, how much of the earth’s resources do
I have a right to waste?

Some people get surprisingly hostile when
they learn I’m a vegetarian. I suppose they feel
I’m challenging the American way (you know,
the "real food for real people" mentality).
Others react favorably. They tell me how they
are cutting back their meat intake.

And still others try to rescue me-the lost
lamb-from my errant paths. They read me
the scripture: "the beasts of the field and the
fowls of the air... [are] ordained for the use
of man for food and raiment, and that he
might have in abundance" (D&C 49:19).

That’s where most stop. Yet I like to read
on: "But it is not given that one man should
possess that which is above another, where-
fore the world lieth in sin. And wo be unto
man that sheddeth blood or that wasteth flesh
and hath no need (D&C 49:20-21).

I certainly don’t need to shed blood or
waste flesh. Even in Provo, Utah, the fruits,
the vegetables, the grains, the milk, and the
honey are so abundant that I can easily- and
quite comfortably-refrain from meat. It’s not
for everybody, but that through vegetarian-
ism, through restraint, perhaps I can say in
a personal way, "I have enough already, my
needs are abundantly filled."

Indeed, my vegetarianism will never bring
about human equality, Nirvana, Shangrila, or
even Zion. But choosing not to eat meat three
times a day ~ good for me, not only for my
body but alg0 for my mind. Vegetarianism
helps me to remember that I’ve been given
great abundance. Better still, it helps me to
remember my responsibility to share that
abundance. ~$
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